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§6 Light frankly non-natural, disposed so as to illuminate scene and accors. 
§7 Masks. 
§8 Expression to be dependent on the masks and the conventional move

ments, both of which are dependent on the skill of che actor. 

Now we find chat without having co eliminate any one of che eight 
facto.rs, we have been able co harmonise their conflicting purposes by 
altenng some of them. . . . 

1 wo~d propose, therefore, chat we familiarise ourselves and our assis
tahnts Wtth these seemingly new suggestions until we realise their valllt' and 
t at where b h dd' · ' . • Y t e a ltlOn and application of one or more of these 
s~gg~uons we can increase the value of the whole Arc of the Theatre we 
s ou 

1
not be held up by an over-sensitive lack of confidence in our ~wer 

to app Y them or by lack ff: · b · h 
h ' o att tn t e power of the spectators to accept 

t em. 
This is one method of d · . . . infiu h d' . . a vancmg our tnsmutton to a posi tion which may 

ence t e tsungwshed d f 
that the Art f h Th c~ uc~rs o. our work to reconsider their verdict 

o t e eatre ts an m/ertor art. 

Gordon Craig (1872-1966) E r 
theatre pioneer al ff ' ng Ish actor, designer, director and modem 

' so o ers in this art· 1 · 
whereby theatre could bee . ICe an alternative 'rearrangement' 
idiomatic speech coli . 

11
ome .consistently 'organic' or natural - with 

facsimile of nature pe~UJa Y .delivered, natural movements, the setting a 

more provocative ~ption~:t~~t~ real o~j~~ts, etc. But his preference for the 
most notorious of all hi morgamc IS clear, and this is in line with the 
But Craig, initially an ac~ pr~~sals, that actors be replaced by marionettes. 
- as befitted the son of or lmself, backed off from this proposal afterwards 
Henry Irving, his first e~r~nowned actress (Ellen Terry), and an admirer of 
director, for Beerbohm li Poyer. From 1897 he worked as designer and 
Reinhardt, Eleonora Du ree, Otto Brahm (of the Berlin Freie Buhne) Max 
h' se and St · ' ~s fertile ideas on theatr~ thro anl~lavski. At the same time he furthered 
his numerous articles and boo ugh ~15 magazine The Mask (1908-29), and 
and the extended on the Art ks. His volume The Art of the Theatre (1905) 
extolled, were landmarks . of Theatre (1911) where the marionette is 
languages. ' rapidly translated into all the major European 
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F. T. MARINETTI, 
E. SETTIMELLI AND B. CORRA 

FROM The Futurist Synthetic Theatre 
(1915) 

Our Futurist theatre will be 

Synthetic. That is, very brief. To compress into a few minutes, into a few 
words and gestures, innumerable situations, sensibilities, ideas, sensations, 
facts, and symbols. 

The writers who wanted to renew the theatre (Ibsen, Maeterlinck, 
An~reyev, Claude!, Shaw) never thought of arriving at a true synthesis, of 
freemg themselves from a technique that involves prolixity, meticulous 
analysis, drawn-out preparation. Before the works of these authors, the 
audience is in the indignant attitude of a circle of bystanders who swallow 
their anguish and pity as they watch the slow agony of a horse that has 
collapsed on the pavement. The sigh of applause that finally breaks out frees 
the audience's stomach from all the indigestible time it has swallowed. Each 
act is as painful as having to wait patiently in an antichamber for the 
minister (co11p de theatre: kiss, pistol shot, verbal revelation , etc.) to receive 
you. All this passeist or semi-Futurist theatre, instead of synthesising fact 
and idea in che smallest number of words and gestures, savagely destroys the 
variety of place (source of dynamism and amazement), stuffs many city 
squares, landscapes, streets, into the sausage of a single room. For this 
reason this theatre is entirely static. 

We are convinced that mechanically, by force of brevity, we can achieve 
an entirely new theatre perfectly in tune with our swift and laconic Futurist 
sensibility. Our acts can also be moments [atti - attimt] only a few seconds 
long. With this essential and synthetic brevity the theatre can bear and even 
overcome competition from the cinema. 

Atechnical . . . . With our synthetist movement in the theatre, we wane to 
destroy the Technique that from the Greeks until now, instead of simplify
ing itself, has become more and more dogmatic, stupid, logical , meticulous , 
pedantic, strangling. THEREFORE: 
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1 It's :tupid to write one hundred pages wkre one would do, only because the 
audtence through habit and infantile instinct wanes to see character in a 
play result from a series of events, wanes co fool itself into thinking that 
the char~cter r~ally exists in order to admire the beauties of Art 
meanwht~e refusmg to acknowledge any an if the author limits himself 
t~ sketc~mg out a few of the character's trajts. 

2 !t s lfstu(pzdh. not to rebel against the prejudice of theatricality when life 
use w tch consists ·• act · 1 bl h h 0J zons vastY more awkward, unifmn, and predict-
a ~ heat an. t ose that unfold in the world of art) is for che most part 
antzt trzcal and even in th. ffi . E ts o ers mnumerable possibilities foe the stage. 

VERYTHING OF ANY VALUE IS THEATRICAL 
3 It's stupid to pander to th . . . . · 

anal . e pnmtttvtsm of the crowd which in che last 
4 It's ~:u~~·~·dwatontswto see bthe bad guy lose and the good guy ~in . 

r orry a out · · ·1· d WOrth h }' } venstmt ltU e (absurd because talent and 
ave ttt e to do with it) 

5 It's stupid to want to ex lain . . h 1 . . 
place on the sta h p w~t ogtcal mmuteness everything takjng 
· ge, w en even m life o · tn all its causes a d ne never grasps an event enurely 
bombards us with n c~nsequences, because reality throbs around us, 
tenoned together co .~queda s 0[ fragments of interconnected events, mortised and 

' nJus ' mzxed uh ch t ' E . ' contest berween rw r • ao zc. .g ., 1t s stupid to act out a 
. 0 persons always · d 1 . way, Stnce in daily rc 10 an Or er y, clear, and logteal 

lie we nearly alw h .I argument made momenta b ays encounter mere ftas es OJ 
a railway station wh· hry Y 0.ur ~odern experience, in a tram, a cafe, 

d , tc remam ctnem . . 
tary ynamic symphonie f attc tn our minds like fragmen-

6 It's stupid to submit ts b 1~ gestures, words, lights, and sounds. 
I . o o tgatory Cf'D• d ' c ~maxes. ween t , prepared effects, and postponed 

7 Its stupzd to allow ' 
te hn. one s talent to be b d 

c tque that anyone (even imbe . ur ened with the weig ht of a 
Patzence. ctles) can acquire by study, practice, and 

8 ITs STUPID TO RENO 
BEYO UNCE THE DYNAM:Jc L 

ND THE RANGE OF TERRITOR EAP IN THE VOID OF TOTAL CREATION, 
y PREVIOUSLy EXPLORED D . 

')namzc, Simultaneous Th . 
ttton, from sug . . at ts, born of impr . . . 
val bl gesttve and reveal· ovtsatton, ltghrninglike incu-

ua e to the tng actuali w · · 
extensive! extent that it is imp . d ty. e belteve that a thing ts 

We feer prepared (monchs, years rovtse . (hours, minutes, seconds), not 
an unconquerabl , cencunes). 

to respect the amb. e repugnance for d k 
~oaxs HAV£ BEEN ~ence of the theatre itself es work, a priori, that fails 
tnexhaustible ~N IN THE THEATRE Th THE GREATER NUMBER OF OUR 
invading our t~rv~tr . of inspirations· .h e theatrical ambience is our 
theatre; an acto

1
• ratns during mor~ . t e magnetic circular sensation 

cluster of ~ s ~ntonatton that sugg tng rehearsal in an empty gilded 
oxtcal tho h ests the pos 'bT f 

ug ts on top of it· a st 1 tty o constructing a 
' movement of scenery that 
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hints at a symphony of lights; an actress's fleshiness that fills our minds with 
genially full-bodied notions .... 

Autonomous, alogical, unreal. The Futurist theatrical synthesis will not be 
subject to logic, will pay no attention co photography; it will be autonomous, 
will resemble nothing but itself, although it will take elements from reality 
and combine them as its whim dictates. Above all, just as the painter and 
composer discover, scattered through the outside world, a narrower but 
more intense life, made up of colours, forms, sounds, and noises, the same is 
true for the man gifted with theatrical sensibility, for whom a specialized reality 
exists that violently assaults his nerves: it consists of what is called THE 
THEATRICAL WORLD. 

THE FUTURIST THEATRE IS BORN OF THE TWO MOST VITAL CURRENTS in the 
Futurist sensibility, defined in the two manifestos 'The Variety Theatre' and 
'Weights, Measures, and Prices of Artistic Genius', which are: (1) our 
frenzied passion for real, swift, elegant, complicated, cynical, muscular, 
fugitive, Futurist life; (2) our very modern cerebral definition of art 
according to which no logic, no tradition, no aesthetic, no technique, no 
opportunity can be imposed on the artist's natural talent; he must be 
preoccupied only with creating synthetic expressions of cerebral energy 
that have THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF NOVELTY. 

The Futurist theatre will be able to excite its audience, chat is, make it 
forget the monotony of daily life, by sweeping it through a labyrinth of 
sensations imprinted on the most exacerbated originality and combined in unpredict
able ways. 

Every night the Futurist theatre will be a gymnasium to trajn our race's spirit 
co the swift, dangerous enthusiasms made necessary by this Futurist year. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1 TOTALLY ABOUSH THE TECHNIQUE THAT IS KILLING THE PASSEJST THEATRE. 
2 DRAMATIZE ALL THE DISCOVERIES (no matter how unlikely, weird, and 

antitheatrical) THAT OUR TALENT IS DISCOVERING IN THE SUBCONSCIOUS, IN 
Ill-DEFINED FORCES, IN PURE ABSTRACTION, IN THE PURELY CEREBRAL, THE PURE
LY FANTASTIC, IN RECORD-SETTING AND BODY-MADNESS. (E.g., Vengono, F. T. 
Marinetti's first drama of objects, 1 a new vein of theatrical sensibility 
discovered by Futurism.) 

3 SYMPHONIZE THE AUDIENCE'S SENSIBILITY BY EXPLORING IT, STIRRING UP ITS 

LAZIEST LAYERS WITH EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE; ELIMINATE THE PRECONCEPTION 
OF TilE FOOTLIGHTS BY TIIROWING NETS OF SENSATION BETWEEN STAGE AND 
AUDIENCE; TilE STAGE ACTION WILL INVADE THE ORCHESTRA SEATS, TilE 
AUDIENCE. 

4 FRATERNIZE WARMLY WITII TilE ACTORS WHO AllE AMONG THE FEW THINKERS 
WHO FLEE FROM EVERY DEFORMING CULTURAL ENTERPRISE. 
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5 ABousH THE FARCE THE VAUD 
DRAMA ' EVIllE, THE SKETCH, THE COMEDY, THE SERIOUS 

F ' AND THE TRAGEDY, AND CREATE IN THEIR PLACE THE MANY FORMS OF 

UTURJST THEATRE, SUCH AS: LINES WRITTEN IN FREE WORDS, SIMULTANEITY 
COMPENETRA TION THE SHORT ' 

• • ACTE~UT POEM, THE DRAMA TISEO SENSATION 
COMIC DIALOGUE THE NEG • 

• ATNE ACT, THE REECHOING LINE 'EXTRALOGICAL' 
DISCUSSION SYNTHETIC DE • 
THE ' FORMATION, THE SCIENTIFIC OUTBURST THAT CLEARS 

AIR. 

6 THROUGH UNBROKEN CONT 
RE ACT, CREATE BETWEEN US AND THE CROWD A CUR-

NT OF CONFIDENCE RATHER THAN RESPE 
OUR AUDIENCES THE CTFULNEss, IN ORDER TO INSTILL IN 

DYNAMIC VNACJTY OF A NEW FUTURIST THEATRICALITY. 

These are the first words on h 
syntheses (by Ma · . S t e theatre. Our first eleven theatrical 
Pratella) were vic;~~~tt,l ~ttimelli, Bruno Corea, R. Chici, Balilla 
Bologna Padua Napl usVy ~~posed on crowded theatres in Ancona, 
B . , , es, emce Verona Fl d R 

ertt, Zoncada and Pet 1' . I , . , orence, an orne, by Errore 
b -1 · ' ro tnt. n Milan we hall h u1 dmg, enlivened by 11 h 

1 
s soon ave the great metal 

permit us to realize oura t e fie ectromechanical inventions char alone will 
most ree conceptions on the stage. 

Translated by R. W. Flint 

NOTE 
They are Coming Th b' arra . e o Jects are prin . II 

nged and rearranged by tw Clpa Y a table and a number of chairs 
of a ma1or-d o servants at th · . ' . omo for guests who f . . e somet1mes nonsensical orders 
exit. ~translation of the two-pa e all to ~ve; and which finally make their own 
~:tl.sed by Beckett and lone~~e:~thlc~ foreshadows the drama of objects 

nst Performance by Michael K';; (particularly lonesco's The Chairs, is in 1 Y New York, Dutton, 1971). 

Filippo Tomaaso M . 
moter t th annettt (1876-1944) 1 · 
influe~ e Futurist cause, prOduced ' t~han poet, playwright and pro-
w. . e of Jarry has been mamfestos from 1909 to 1921 The 
••ntmgs Lo d argued (by R w . · 
~ . • n on, Seeker & Warb · · Fhnt in Marinetti· Selected 
"''uen 10 1905 urg, 1972) H' f · 
published In 19and staged in France in 1909 IS lrst pla.y, II re baldoria, was 
Mussolini and f 20. (Eiettricita sessuale) F . A collection of his plays was 
between futu asclst enthusiast. It is hard t rom 1914, he was a friend of 
embraced the ':m and f~ism, howeve~ argue any lnheren.t connection 
of Per l'arte nuo VIet revolution with equal ' since the Russ1an futurists 
futurist sketchesva della nuova ltatia (1918) enthusi~~· Bruno Corra, author 
Corra and his ~= both signed the Ma~:nd Emlho Settimelli both wrote 
1910. Settimetti Pta~ the techni :to of ~~urist Cinema (1916). 
wrote Marinetti ~ 1" one Of the lost~ 0~ pa1nt1ng directly on film in 

' an ancl Artist (1921). unst films, Vita Futurista, and 
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ENRICO PRAMPOLINI 

FROM Futurist Scenography ( 1915) 

To us, scenography is a monstrous thing. Today's scenographers, sterile 
whitewashers, still prowl around the dusty and stinking corners of classical 
architecture. We muse rebel and assert ourselves and say to our poet and 
musician friends: chis action demands this stage rather than that one. 

Lee us be artists roo, and no longer merely executors. Let us create the 
stage, give life to the texr with all the evocative power of our art. It is 
natural that we need plays suited to our sensibility, which imply a more 
intense and synthetic concepcion in the scenic development of subjects. 

Let's remwate the stage. The absolutely new character that our innovation 
will give the theatre is the abolition of the painted stage. The stage will no 
longer be a coloured backdrop but a colourless electromechanical architecture, 
pqwerfully vitalised by chromatic emanations from a luminous source, produced by 
electric reflectors with multicoloured panes of glass, arranged, coordinated 
analogically with the psyche of each scenic action. 

With the luminous irradiations of these beams, of these planes of 
coloured lights, the dynamic combinations will give marvellous results of 
mutual permeation, of intersection of lights and shadows. From these will 
arise vacant abandonmencs, exultant, luminous corporalities. 

These assemblages, these unreal shocks, this exuberance of sensations 
combined with dynamic stage architecture that will move, unleashing 
metallic arms, knocking over plastic planes, amidst an essentially new 
modern noise, will augment the vital intensity of the scenic action. 

On a stage illuminated in such a way, the actors will gain unexpected 
dynamic effects that are neglected or very seldom employed in today's 
theatres, mostly because of the ancient prejudice that one must imitate, 
represent reality. 

And with what purpose? 
Perhaps scenographers believe it is absolutely necessary to represent rhts 

reality? Idiots! Don't you understand that your efforts, your useless realistiC 
preoccupations have no effect ocher than that of diminishing the intensity 
and emotional content, which can be attained precisely through the inter
pretive equjvalents of these realities, i.e., abstractions? 
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